NMR spectra of ethane, propane, and n-butane as solutes in the nematic liquid crystals 4-n-pentyl-4 -cyanobiphenyl (5CB) and Merck ZLI 1132 (1132 are investigated over a wide temperature range. The ratios of dipolar couplings of ethane to propane are constant over the entire temperature range. Assuming that this constancy applies to the butane conformers facilitates the separation of probability from order parameter. This separation allows the investigation of conformational distribution without the need of invoking any model for the anisotropic intermolecular potential. The results give an order matrix that is consistent with that predicted from model potentials that describe the orientational potential in terms of short-range size and shape effects. The isotropic intermolecular potential contribution to the trans-gauche energy difference E tg is found to be temperature dependent with the values and variation in agreement with that found when the same results are analyzed using the chord model for anisotropic interactions [A. C. J. Weber and E. E. Burnell, Chem. Phys. Lett. 506, 196 (2011)]. The fit obtained for 9 spectra in 5CB (63 dipolar couplings) has an RMS difference between experimental and calculated dipolar couplings of 2.7 Hz, while that for the 16 spectra in 1132 (112 couplings) is 6.2 Hz; this excellent fit with nine adjustable parameters suggests that the assumption of equal temperature dependencies of the order parameters for ethane, propane, and each conformer of butane is correct. Also the fit parameters (E tg and the methyl angle increase) obtained for 1132 and 5CB agree. The results indicate that the chord model, which was designed to treat hydrocarbon chains, is indeed the model of choice for these chains. The temperature variation of E tg provides a challenge for theoreticians. Finally, even better fits to the experimental dipolar couplings are obtained when the energy in the Boltzmann factor is used for scaling ethane to butane results. However, in this case the values obtained for E tg differ between 1132 and 5CB.
I. INTRODUCTION
The basic understanding of conformational statistics is crucial to a host of problems ranging from simple molecules to the macromolecules of biology. The study of solutes dissolved in nematic phases can provide information about solute geometries in the condensed phase through measurement and analysis of direct dipolar interactions. Initially there was, therefore, great hope that this method could lead to valuable information on conformational problems as well. However, so far these hopes have not been realized for a number of fundamental reasons. First, the interconversion between conformations is generally fast on the NMR time scale. Hence, averaging takes place on this time scale and separate NMR spectra of different conformers are usually not observed. Second, the description of the degree of orientational order of a solute in a nematic liquid crystal undergoing conformational change is far from trivial. A solute without symmetry dissolved in a nematic phase in a single conformation requires five independent orientational order parameters. Symmetry can reduce this number. For a solute undergoing conformational change it is important to realize that the time scale associated with the internal rearrangement of a significant part of the molecule cannot be very different from the time it takes for the solute as a whole to reorient in the anisotropic environment. Hence, the notion of an average solute is generally wrong and every conformation requires its own set of independent orientation parameters. 1, 2 This spells bad news because this increases the number of a priori unknown parameters in a very significant fashion.
For rapid exchange among several rigid conformers n, the dipolar coupling between two nuclear spins i and j is
where we use the approximation (often utilized for a rigid solute) that assumes separation between internal vibrational motion and reorientation of the solute as a whole. Here p n represents the probability for the solute to find itself in conformation n, S ij, n reflects the degree of orientational order of conformer n, r ij, n is the internuclear distance between nuclei i and j in conformer n, γ i is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus i, and h is Planck's constant.
The degree of orientational order of the vector connecting spins i and j for each separate conformer is given by 
The angular brackets indicate averaging over the reorientational motion, with θ n ij,Z the angle between the ij direction and the magnetic field. For the nematic liquid crystals used in the present study the director is coincident with the magnetic field direction Z.
Inspection of Eq. (1) shows that the conformer probability distribution p n in the condensed phase and the order tensor for each conformer S ij, n only occur as inseparable products. At best such products can be derived from experiment, but in order to make further progress additional information from an independent source, either about p n or about S ij, n , is required. One is normally interested in the conformer probability distribution p n in the condensed phase. Although such a distribution can be estimated for an isolated molecule in the gas phase using sophisticated electronic structure calculations, the influence of its interactions in the condensed phase with the surrounding anisotropic environment cannot easily be calculated. Thus, the general approach has been to assume some model for the anisotropic interaction between solute and liquid-crystal environment, thus allowing one to relate the orientational order S ij, n among different conformers. Examples of models used for this purpose include those based on principal moments of inertia, 3 an additive potential 4 with extensions to account for overall solute shape in terms of a chord model, [5] [6] [7] and interactions based on solute size and shape such as the circumference-integration (CI) model 8, 9 and the surface-potential model. 10 The literature is replete with examples. Maximum entropy ideas 11 have also been applied with some success to the conformational problem.
The problem with all these models is that they are phenomenological and that the quality of the predictions for S ij, n is hard to check and is different for each model. Moreover, with very few exceptions, it is difficult to assess reliably which model performs better than others. Hence, research groups often prefer their own models. This situation is an uneasy one, because the models used to predict S ij, n have an immediate impact on the values obtained for p n . In a recent study of n-butane in nematic phases it was shown conclusively that the results obtained for p n were essentially modeldependent. 12 It is clearly important to remedy this unfortunate situation.
In this paper, we present a different approach to this old problem by studying n-butane (butane hereafter) as a benchmark example. This molecule belongs to the alkanes and is the first member of the series that exhibits conformational change. In the simple rotameric state (RIS) model 13 butane exists in either trans (t), gauche+ (g + ) or gauche− (g − ) states. Butane has been studied before as a solute in nematic phases.
14 With ten 1 H spins its spectrum is very complex and its analysis at the time proved to be an appreciable challenge that required appreciable NMR expertise. Since the introduction of covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategies (CMA-ES) to the problem of solutes with many spins in anisotropic environments, [15] [16] [17] [18] spectral analysis has become routine and is no longer the bottleneck in studies of this type. This allows for the first time an extensive temperature study of butane in nematic phases within reasonable time, with the aim of systematically changing the temperature-dependent Boltzmann factors that determine the conformer probability distribution.
Developing an understanding of the mechanisms that determine the degree of orientational order of a solute in an anisotropic environment has a long history. There is strong evidence that the orientational order of solutes in nematic phases can be described by two mechanisms, an electrostatic longrange one and a size-and-shape-dependent short-range one.
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The long-range mechanism is deemed to arise from the interaction between the solute molecular quadrupole moment and the average electric field gradient present in the anisotropic phase. 20 This mechanism is considered relatively unimportant for zero electric-field gradient liquid-crystal mixtures, the socalled magic mixtures, or for solutes with small molecular quadrupole moments, the so-called magic solutes. Since alkanes have small electrostatic moments, butane as well as other alkanes can be considered magic solutes whose degree of orientational order is predominantly determined by the size-andshape mechanism. 21 A temperature-dependent study of butane in itself does not lead to a separation of conformational probabilities and conformational order parameters. However, in the present study we combine temperature-dependent results for ethane and propane 22 with those of butane. We will show how this approach leads to novel information about the butane conformational statistics without involving any model for either conformational statistics or conformational order parameters. This model-free approach can in principle be extended to higher alkanes and other solutes that undergo conformational change.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The solutes n-butane and 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (tcb) (added as an orientational reference to allow comparison of spectra taken with different samples) were co-dissolved to 5.0, and 0.5 mol% in the liquid-crystal solvent Merck ZLI-1132 (1132) in one 5 mm o.d. standard NMR tube and in the liquid-crystal 4-n-pentyl-4 -cyanobiphenyl (5CB) in another. Since n-butane is a gas at room temperature and ambient pressure, it was allowed to flow into a vacuum and then condensed into an NMR tube which was pre-filled with liquid crystal and tcb and submerged into liquid nitrogen. After the sample was sealed and mixed thoroughly in the isotropic phase it was placed into a Bruker Avance 400 MHz NMR spectrometer magnet. With the temperature controlled by the Bruker air-flow system, proton NMR spectra were acquired every 5
• from 253.5 to 333.5 K for the sample with butane in 1132 (Ref. 12) and from 263.5 to 298.5 for the sample with butane in 5CB. The spectral parameters defining the anisotropic spectra of all solutes are readily obtained with the use of a CMA-ES (Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] as can be seen in Figure 1 where it becomes obvious that the complexity of the spectra increases greatly with the number of nuclear spins. GAUSSIAN03 (Ref. 23 ) was used to calculate the gasphase structure used for butane. Møller-Plesset second-order (MP2) perturbation theory 24 was employed using Dunning's cc-pvdz basis set. 25 The designated minima were confirmed to be minima by using analytical 1st and 2nd energy derivatives as is routine with MP2. For calculation of dipolar couplings, both methyl groups were rotated independently in 4
• steps in a threefold sinusoidal potential with 3006.12 cal mol −1 barrier. The dipolar couplings for butane in 5CB are reported in Table I ; the couplings for butane in 1132 are reported in Ref. 12 and those for ethane and propane in both liquid-crystal solvents are reported in Ref. 22 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start with the RIS model for the conformers of butane where the molecule can exist in either a t, g + or g − state. The two gauche states are related by symmetry, and both the trans and gauche states have a c 2 symmetry axis (herein labelled y), meaning that their second-rank orientational order is described by the three independent order parameters S xx , S zz , and S xz for each conformer, giving six unknown order parameters in total. Note that the order tensor is traceless and thus S yy = −(S xx + S zz ).
A. Analysis of individual butane spectra, fit pS
It is not possible for a given butane spectrum to determine separately the probabilities and order parameters in Eq. (1). However, it is possible to rewrite Eq. (1) in terms of order parameters S n μν for molecular axes of conformer n (the z axis is taken to be along the smallest principal moment of inertia (PMI) axis, y is the c 2 axis and x is perpendicular to y and z)
where θ n ij,μ is the angle between the ij and the molecule-fixed μ directions, and we use the Einstein convention that repeated Greek indices imply summation. We can then fit the six unknown products p n S n μν (n = t or g) to the seven dipolar couplings obtained from a given butane spectrum.
However, a problem that frequently arises with methyl groups is the coupling between internal and reorientational motions which can lead to important nonrigid contributions to the dipolar couplings. 26, 27 These effects are notoriously difficult to predict, and are particularly severe for protons that are close together, as is the case of the methyl groups. For many cases in the past it has been found that this nonrigid effect leads to a seeming reduction in the methyl CCH angle. Hence, in order to account for these nonrigid effects, we also fit the decrease, CCH, in the methyl CCH angle. Thus, because we fit seven unknowns to seven D ij , we obtain an exact fit between experimental and calculated dipolar couplings for each butane spectrum recorded at all temperatures in both solvents 1132 and 5CB (fit pS). While we cannot separate p n from S n , we can obtain two properties of the order a Values that vary with temperature are reported for T = 298.5 K. b θ is the angle between the PMI and POA axes, and is positive for clockwise rotation of the PMI axes about the y c 2 symmetry axis for the structure displayed in Figure 1 . Note that the angle between the central CC bond and the PMI axis is 42.1
• for the trans and 23.2
• for the gauche conformer. c The RMS, E tg and CCH values are from fits to spectra taken at about 300 K of butane in four different liquid-crystal solvents using two-parameter chord or CI models for the orientational potential where the conformational problem included integration over the dihedral angle in 5
• steps. The order parameter information (η, θ, and S zz ) are for a fit to the spectrum in the magic mixture.
15 for 5CB and −2.00 ± 0.11 for 1132. e E 1 (cal mol −1 K −1 ) = −1.38 ± 0.10 for 5CB and −1.50 ± 0.06 for 1132. tensor S n : (i) the diagonalization angle θ n (between the PMI and the diagonalized principal ordering axes, POA) which is not affected by multiplying all S n μν by p n and (ii) the asymmetry (η n = (S n xx − S n yy )/S n zz ) in the POA frame because it involves a ratio in which p n cancels. The results for spectra recorded at 298.5 K are reported in Table II .
At this stage we ask what would be reasonable values to expect for θ and η. Butane is considered to be a magic solute, and in a recent publication on butane in four different nematic solvents, two different models (both based on size and shape arguments) were used to rationalize the results. The parameter values obtained for one liquid-crystal solvent from these models are listed in Table II. Here θ values are small and hence the POA and PMI axes are virtually coincidental. Similar θ and η values are anticipated from any correct analysis, and especially a negative value for η g is expected.
The θ values obtained for the individual fits, pS, are more or less reasonable, but the η values disagree dramatically with those predicted by the size and shape model calculations. One result to note (not shown) is that the values obtained for η and θ depend dramatically on the value chosen for the CCH angle decrease when it is fixed in the calculation. Potentially, these results do give us information on the location of the POA and the value of the order matrix asymmetry, although the results are problematic as they disagree with those obtained using models for the anisotropic interactions. More importantly, they do not allow separation of probability and orientational order, and hence do not yield information on conformer statistics.
B. Ethane and propane
Next we turn to the dipolar coupling data 22 obtained for ethane and propane as solutes. Can these be used to help sort out the butane problem? In order to investigate possibilities, we plot in Figure 2 (top panels) the ratios of the four propane dipolar couplings to the ethane intramethyl dipolar coupling D ij (propane)/D 12 (ethane). We use the ethane intramethyl coupling because the inter-proton 1-2 direction (Figure 1 ) is perpendicular to the c 3 symmetry (z) axis and thus this coupling is directly proportional to S zz . The other coupling, D 14 , depends on the methyl rotation which is expected to have a slight temperature dependence. The result of the plot for both liquid crystals is very interesting: the ratio of propane to ethane dipolar couplings does not change significantly with temperature. The percent change for each coupling is given in the figure caption where it is seen that the maximum change is of order 3%. The constancy of the propane to ethane ratio is striking.
C. Details of the butane conformational problem
The conformational distribution of butane in an anisotropic condensed phase is governed by three contributions to the Boltzmann factor. The first is the gas-phase intramolecular potential: we calculate this potential using GAUSSIAN03 (Ref. 23) . The second is the isotropic interaction between solute and environment. We are not able to separate these first two terms and therefore must rely on the accuracy of the GAUSSIAN03 calculation in order to extract the intermolecular part. The third is the contribution from the anisotropic interaction, and when included, it is calculated as described below for each experiment from the order matrices which best reproduce the experimental dipolar couplings.
Thus the isotropic part of the potential, U iso n , is composed of the intramolecular component, U iso int,n (which has been calculated with GAUSSIAN03), and the intermolecular part, U iso ext,n . Therefore, the trans-gauche energy difference, E tg , has two contributions giving
where E int tg ≡ E gas tg = 643 cal mol −1 is taken as the energy difference between the minima of the potential wells of trans and gauche states as calculated by GAUSSIAN03. Values of E tg (T) are obtained for each experiment from fits to the experimental dipolar couplings (vide infra).
If one assumes a mean-field potential for orientational ordering of the solute, the order parameters of Eq. (3) can be written as
where U aniso n is the anisotropic nematic ordering potential and θ n μ,Z is the angle between the μ-molecular axis and the nematic director which for experiments herein is aligned along the magnetic field (Z) direction. Here U aniso n is taken to be the classic Maier-Saupe potential 28, 29 which has been shown to be very successful for the description of the orientational order of solutes in nematic liquid crystals. 30 For a solute of general symmetry this potential can be written The conformer probability is a function of both the isotropic (U iso n ) and anisotropic (U aniso n ) parts of the potential and can be written
where G n = I n xx I n yy I n zz is a rotational kinetic energy factor which is dependent on the principal values of the moment of inertia tensor for each conformer.
D. Integration over dihedral angle
The RIS approximation is obviously a crude approximation of the conformers available to butane. In order to increase the number of dihedral angles used in the calculation, it would appear necessary to include a new set of three adjustable S parameters for each angle used in the integration. Since this cannot be done, an approximation is necessary. When dealing with small-amplitude vibrational internal motions, it is normal to separate the internal motion from the reorientation of the molecule as a whole.
1, 2, 31 Thus we separate dihedral angles into two groups, one for conformers that fall in the trans and another for the gauche well. We assume that motions within the trans (or the gauche) well can be treated as vibrations and that such vibrations involve no conformer reorientation. In other words, we assume that within a particular potential energy well both the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the external potential do not change with internal vibrational motion. This is the first step toward separating internal motion from reorientation. In order to do this separation, we refer the order parameters to the PMI axes, and assume that the internal motion involves no reorientation of these axes. Thus, all conformers within a particular well have the same set of three order parameters. Of course the order matrix does change with potential-energy well. Thus, there will still be three adjustable trans and three adjustable gauche order parameters (or Gβ energy parameters), as before. For each calculation of dipolar couplings we transform our original GAUSSIAN03 coordinates to these PMI axes. We next integrate (using Simpson's rule) over the dihedral angle in 5
• steps using gas-phase energies calculated from GAUSSIAN03 for U iso int,n (φ). The dipolar coupling between spins i and j is then given by
where the conformer probability p n, φ now involves an additional contribution which depends on the dihedral angle φ in the Gaussian intramolecular potential U iso int,n (φ) and n = t or g,
The sum over φ is taken in 5
• steps in the ranges where trans or gauche states are defined. The φ angles used are between −60
• and 60
• for t and between 65
• and 295
• for g. 32 In Table II we report results of fits to the dipolar couplings for the RIS and in Table III for the full internal potential calculations. In Figure 3 we show the variation as a function of dihedral angle of the dipolar couplings for one of the calculations. Since vibrations, including the librational motion within a potential well about a C-C bond, are treated as being separable from molecular rotations, the order parameters used for calculation of the dipolar couplings are kept constant for all dihedral angles within a given potential well. This leads to the discontinuity in dipolar couplings noted at the well maxima. We are treating butane as having two independent conformers, each with its own order matrix, with the order matrix being governed by interactions at or near the potential well minimum. The discontinuity is of no consequence because at the temperatures used for our experiments there is negligible population of dihedral angles near the well maxima. 
E. Butane dipolar couplings scaled to ethane intramethyl dipolar couplings, fit S(iso)
The invariance of the propane/ethane dipolar coupling ratios suggests a very interesting possibility. Could it be that for hydrocarbons the dipolar couplings for any given conformer will be proportional to the ethane dipolar couplings in the same environment? We here make the assumption that this is indeed the case, and explore the consequences for the analysis of the butane results. This assumption is consistent with the idea that hydrocarbons are magic solutes and that their orientational ordering arises from size and shape effects alone. In other words, we assume that for these magic solutes, the ordering in the liquid-crystal environment depends on a single mechanism that only involves solute size and shape, and that for alkanes in general all elements of the order matrix (for example, the three independent parameters for each of the trans and gauche conformers of butane) should scale the same way to ethane as they do for propane (two independent order parameters) to ethane (one independent order parameter).
As the butane spectra were recorded using a different sample tube, we must find the D 12 (ethane) for the same conditions as apply to the butane spectra. For this purpose tcb was dissolved in all samples in order to provide an orientational reference. We use a spline fit of the tcb versus ethane couplings in order to use the tcb coupling in the butane sample to calculate the ethane coupling for the butane sample. Figure 4 gives the variation of D ij (butane)/D 12 (ethane) as a function of temperature for both liquid crystals. As can be seen, the ratios are not constant, which is expected as a direct result of changes in conformer populations as a function of temperature.
Hence, we now assume that each of the six unknown order parameters in butane (three for trans and three for gauche) for each temperature scale to the ethane dipolar coupling (i.e., order parameter) for that temperature. This means that we fit all spectra in a given liquid crystal to six constants, and the order parameters for butane are then S μν = μν × D 12 (ethane)/1000 for that temperature. In these calculations, labelled S(iso) in Tables II and III , besides the six constants, the CCH angle decrease and E tg are also fitted. Note that in this case, p n in Eq. (7) and p n, φ in Eq. (9) are used with U aniso n = 0. Quite reasonable fits with eight unknowns are obtained from nine spectra of butane in 5CB, and 16 spectra of butane in 1132, giving RMS differences between experimental and recalculated dipolar couplings of 4.0 and 7.7 Hz (4.1 and 8.1 Hz when the RIS approximation is used). This is remarkable agreement -especially considering that the RMS is equal to or better than the best fits found in earlier studies where couplings from a single spectrum were fitted using some model for calculation of order parameters. 12, 14, 32 The constants can be diagonalized, and the η and θ values obtained pertain to the order matrix. As was the case for the order parameters in the fit pS calculation above, the θ values indicate that PMI and POA axes do not differ greatly, but η values for the gauche conformer are still inconsistent with intuition based on size and shape arguments (see Tables II and III) .
F. The anisotropic potential partition function, fit S
While the S(iso) calculation does account for the possibility that the condensed medium can give rise to an isotropic contribution to the energy difference between trans and gauche states, it does not take into account the change in probability caused by the anisotropic part of the intermolecular potential. In earlier calculations that used models for the anisotropic intermolecular potential, the anisotropic contribution to conformer probabilities is accounted for by the partition function for the anisotropic part of the potential,
The way we have managed to deal with this is as follows. In our fit to the D ij , we need to use constants as adjustable least-squares parameters, and these multiplied by the ethane D 12 (ethane) give the order parameters. To calculate the Z aniso n associated with these order parameters is not straightforward (the reverse would be). Thus, every time in the least squares when we calculate dipolar couplings from the variable components, we call a second routine to fit the conformer order parameters S xx , S zz , and S xz to Maier-Saupe energy parameters Gβ xx , Gβ zz , and Gβ xz (this gives an exact fit). This calculation yields the required Z aniso n , and this Z aniso n is then used in the fit to the D ij . We emphasize that the only thing we use from this second routine is the value of Z aniso n . Using this approach, we see in Table III that the RMS errors are now 3.7 and 7.8 Hz (3.9 and 8.0 Hz for the RIS calculation in Table II where they were analyzed in terms of models for the anisotropic interactions. It was found that the results obtained depend on the model used. One of the models, the chord model, resulted in a temperature dependence of E tg while the other, the CI model, gave either a slight or no temperature variation of this parameter. In addition, the value of E tg obtained depended on model. Hence, we first add the possibility of a linear temperature variation of E tg and write
This has a dramatic effect. Not only is the RMS reduced to 2.7 and 6.2 Hz, but η g is now −0.8 in agreement with model predictions. Also the principal ordering axes lie very close to the PMI axes. It is interesting to compare our fits with the results of the earlier paper on 1132 in which models were used for the analysis of each individual temperature. Figure 5 compares the E tg values found here with those from the chord model in the previous work, and it is seen that the agreement is remarkable. Note that the present calculation fits to all dipolar couplings (63 for 5CB and 112 for 1132) with six adjustable constants, one CCH angle decrease and up to two E tg parameters (E tg (300) and E 1 ). It is remarkable that the RMS obtained for the linear temperature fit is 2.7 Hz (5CB) and 6.2 Hz (1132) -this result is strong indication of the validity of the assumption that order parameters for butane conformers scale to ethane FIG. 5 . E tg as a function of temperature where "CCd chord" is the modified chord model fit to 1132. 12 dipolar couplings. Such a small RMS difference is unprecedented in earlier studies of orientationally ordered hydrocarbons. In addition, the present analysis does not rely on any model for the anisotropic intermolecular potential, but only on the scaling of order parameters. It is also encouraging that as we add physical intuition to the calculation, the fit gets better, and the parameters obtained (especially η g which for the linear-temperature fit to 1132 is −0.840 compared to −0.802 for the Cd model) become more in line with that expected from size and shape arguments which are expected to dominate the orientational order of hydrocarbons. Our results are clearly consistent with a temperature variation in E ext tg , and this result provides a challenge for theoreticians.
The values obtained for E tg for all calculations that include the contribution of the anisotropic potential are all considerably lower than the GAUSSIAN03 gas-phase value of 643 kcal mol −1 . This agrees with earlier studies where the effect of the condensed phase is found both theoretically 33, 34 and experimentally (see Refs. 14, 32, and references therein) to lower the value of E tg . Hence, the condensed phase favours the gauche conformer, which can be interpreted in terms of packing effects on the entropy of the gauche being greater than that for the trans.
The effect of the anisotropic intermolecular potential U aniso n on conformer populations is displayed in Figure 6 for the full intramolecular fit ST where the populations calculated for the isotropic potential U iso n and the total potential U iso n + U aniso n are shown. It is clear that the anisotropic contribution leads to an increase in the trans population, and that the effect is larger at lower temperature where the conformer orientational order is larger.
The Gβ μν (butane) potential parameter values calculated from the order parameters give the ratios of Gβ μν (butane)/Gβ(ethane) as displayed by the points in Figure 7 , left for 5CB and right for 1132. While a slight variation FIG. 6 . Temperature dependence of butane trans and gauche conformer probabilities from Table III fit ST where n(total) is the probability of conformer n (which includes U iso n and U aniso n contributions to the Boltzmann factor) and where n(iso) is the probability calculated if we ignore the anisotropic contribution. The gas-phase probabilities calculated from Eq. (9) (setting U iso ext,n = 0 and U aniso n ( ) = 0) are also shown. The hightemperature limit is p t = p g + = p g − = with temperature is noted, the values are essentially constant, indicating that scaling with either order parameter or with the anisotropic potential parameter should give essentially equivalent results.
H. Scaling to anisotropic potential parameters, fits U and UT Propane and ethane have quite different orientational order, and one would expect that it would be the ratio of the anisotropic intermolecular potentials that would be constant. We note that in an earlier study on scaling among samples of differing concentrations it was found best to scale tcb order parameters and not potential parameters. 35 We also note in Figure 2 (bottom panels) that the Gβ ratios are also independent of temperature.
The orientational order involves G(LC)β(solute), and logic (mean-field) would seem to suggest that changing liquid-crystal conditions (via temperature or composition) should change the G(LC) part only. Hence scaling using Gβ instead of the measured S (that can be used to calculate a Maier-Saupe Gβ) should work. To be complete, here we investigate ethane potential scaling for the butane problem.
Thus, we repeat S and ST calculations by scaling the butane Gβ μν parameters to Gβ(ethane) values (fits U and UT). Now the calculation of Z aniso n is done automatically in the fit. The results are in Tables II and III . In general, the RMS is improved, and the results make as much sense as for order parameter scaling. The only problem is that E tg obtained for 1132 when a linear temperature dependence (fit UT) is imposed is rather lower than values obtained in the other calcula- The values of all ratios in Figure 7 from scaling to the ethane potential are in quite reasonable agreement with those calculated from the order-parameter scaling. As both orderparameter and potential scalings apply to propane/ethane spectra, it is pleasing to see that both give almost equivalent results for the butane spectra, with the exception that order parameter scaling does give the same results for 1132 and 5CB, whereas potential scaling has problems with 1132 (quite low value of E tg ) while for 5CB it gives essentially the same result as for order parameter scaling (see Figure 7) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we obtain information about the conformational averaging of butane in an orientationally ordered condensed phase. We note that as we improve the details of the calculation, we get not only lower RMS errors, but also parameters that make more physical sense. The RMS for the calculations involving integrating over all dihedral angles using molecular energies calculated with GAUSSIAN03 is lower than for the same calculations using the three-state RIS approximation. This RMS decreases when we include the anisotropic energy contribution to the conformer probabilities, and further decreases when we include a linear temperature dependence of E tg . Indeed an RMS of 6.2 Hz for fitting sixteen 1132 spectra, and 2.7 Hz for fitting nine 5CB spectra is "spectacular"! Consider what we do -we assume that each of the three trans and the three gauche order parameters are equal to a constant times the D 12 (ethane), and thus we vary only eight or nine parameters being: the xx , zz , and xz parameters for each of trans and gauche conformers, E tg (300), E 1 and the CCH angle decrease. Plots of E tg versus T ( Figure  5 ) look remarkably similar to the plot using the chord model in Refs. 12 and 36.
The parameters obtained from this linear temperature fit make excellent physical sense. The diagonalization angles θ t and θ g are both quite small, indicating that the principal ordering axes for both conformers lie close to the principal inertial axes. Of course there is no reason why the principal ordering and principal inertial axes should correspond. However, in the sense that the PMI can be taken as some sort of crude approximation of molecular shape, their proximity is a pleasing result.
The asymmetry η of the diagonalized order matrix is quite an interesting number. For calculations where we do not include a temperature dependence of E tg the typical values we obtain are η t ≈ 0.2 and η g > 0. The values from models for short-range size and shape interactions are η t ≈ 0.1 and η g ≈ −0.6. Of particular note here is that η g is negative for calculations involving models. In our present fits, we only get this negative result when we include a temperature dependence of E tg . If orientational order is governed by size and shape (which we strongly expect to be the case, especially for hydrocarbons 19, 21 ), then η should be consistent with size and shape arguments which are the bases of the chord and CI model calculations in Ref. 32 .
The physics in the fits includes: 4
• steps for methyl rotation; the full potential for the dihedral angle; a possible temperature dependence of E tg = E int tg + E ext tg ; S μν (butane, T) = D 12 (ethane, T) × μν /1000 where six adjustable μν orientational parameter factors are used to fit all 9 or 16 spectra; tcb splittings used to interpolate D 12 (ethane, T) values; the contribution to the Boltzmann factor from the anisotropic potential (by calculating the partition function when we fit the S μν (butane) to Maier-Saupe Gβ μν parameters) which leads to an increase in the trans population that is larger with higher orientational order (Fig. 6) ; and a decrease in the CCH angle to account for the nonrigid effect that is often found for intramethyl dipolar couplings. Thus, we stress, when we include what we feel is all the physics in the best possible manner we obtain: the reasonable value of 0.9
• for the CCH angle decrease; the principal ordering and inertial axes lie very close to each other; the asymmetry in the order matrices are in excellent agreement with size and shape model calculations; and an RMS of 6.2 (1132) and 2.7 (5CB) Hz is obtained in the ST calculations, these numbers being phenomenal considering that we are fitting 9 or 16 spectra over a 40
• or 75
• temperature range.
